Luxury starts here. Featuring a sleek, modern design, Genesys™ offers the latest technology and is encapsulated in one of the most compact footprints on the market.

Genesys™ top mount controls features:

- **WATERTIGHT CONSTRUCTION** - designed to completely protect control head from external water ingress and suitable for extreme environments (IP68) and applications where the control head may become completely engulfed by water.

- **INDUSTRY LEADING TECHNOLOGY** - utilizes dual channel non-contact (Hall Effect) sensors for handle position measurement to allow greater reliability and sealed from moisture penetration.

- **STYLING OPTIONS** - polished high quality stainless steel handles with control head body finish in either black or chrome.

- **CRISP WELL-DEFINED GEAR SHIFT DETENTS** - indicates distinct gear shift position using clearly and crisply defined detents at neutral, forward idle, and reverse idle.

- **WIDE VARIETY OF APPLICATIONS** - compatible with all Glendinning control systems, inboard, outboard, sterndrive, water jet etc.

- **TRIM CONTROL (OPTIONAL)** - Trim control can be provided for outboard or sterndrive applications. In handle installation for single or unison control or in keypad for separate and twin controls.

---

**GENESYS™ SERIES [IP68] TOP MOUNT CONTROL HEADS**

**Genesys™ Single Engine Control in Black**
See features above.

**Genesys™ Twin Engine Control in Chrome**
See features above.
Complete Controls - Genesys™
GENESYS™ SERIES [IP68] TOP MOUNT CONTROL HEADS

Options
- Twin handle or Single U handle option (for port or starboard mounting)
- Choice of Black or Chrome body
- Available with or without integrated trim control
- Troll mode

Applications
- Suitable for both electrical and mechanical engines and transmissions
- Inboard, Outboard, Sterndrive, and Waterjet Propulsion
- For use with all Glendinning Complete Controls systems

Dimensions

Optional in-handle trim switch shown

Part Number Description

Single Handle Controls
11420-SGIN-UB CC1 Genesys-Sgl, Inbd, U-Handle, Black
11420-SGIN-UC CC1 Genesys-Sgl, Inbd, U-Handle, Chrome
11420-SGIN-UTB CC1 Genesys-Sgl, Inbd, U-Handle, Troll, Black
11420-SGIN-UTC CC1 Genesys-Sgl, Inbd, U-Handle, Troll, Chrome
11420-SGTR-UB CC1 Genesys-Sgl, Trim, U-Handle, Black
11420-SGTR-UC CC1 Genesys-Sgl, Trim, U-Handle, Chrome

Twin Handle Controls
11420-TWIN-B CC1 Genesys-Twin, Inbd, Black
11420-TWIN-C CC1 Genesys-Twin, Inbd, Chrome
11420-TWIN-TB CC1 Genesys-Twin, Inbd, Troll, Black
11420-TWIN-TC CC1 Genesys-Twin, Inbd, Troll, Chrome
11420-TWTR-B CC1 Genesys-Twin, Trim, Black
11420-TWTR-C CC1 Genesys-Twin, Trim, Chrome